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Photon echo in the super-radiant light scattering from a Bose-Einstein condensate
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Super-radiant Rayleigh scattering from a Bose-Einstein condensate, driven by a single far-detuned laser
beam, is strongly limited by dephasing due to inhomogeneous broadening. We demonstrate that the dephasing
can be reversed applying a Bragg pulse of areap after the first superradiant scattering, stimulating a superra-
diant echo and inducing a further transfer of atoms from the initial condensate to a condensate with relative
momentum 2\k in the direction of the laser.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The highly coherent nature of a Bose-Einstein conden
~BEC!, now routinely produced in many laboratories, offe
the possibility to study new effects induced by the radiat
on the atomic motional state. Optical lattices, created
pairs of off-resonance counterpropagating laser beams,
used to manipulate in a precise and controlled way
atomic center-of-mass motion of 106 of atoms in a macro-
scopic quantum superposition@1#. One of the most attractive
features of such systems is the long coherence time, of
damental importance for high precision spectroscopy@2# and
for quantum information@3#.

In general, the average response of a quantum sys
prepared in a superposition state~as, for instance, that ob
tained by the spatial overlap of two atomic wave packe!
typically decays not only due to loss of coherence~as, for
instance, that induced by spontaneous scattering of photo!,
but also due to dephasing resulting from inhomogene
broadening, i.e., resulting from a distribution of momentu
of the atoms in the wave packet. In many cases decoher
cannot be studied directly because inhomogeneous dep
ing is the dominant process.

Recently, evidence of loss of coherence has been obse
in super-radiant Rayleigh scattering from an elongated Bo
Einstein condensate@4–6#. The effect observed in these e
periments shows how the long coherent time of the cond
sate leads to strong correlations between succes
scattering events. This effect is related to the collect
atomic recoil laser~CARL! @7#, first proposed for cold atom
in a thermal state and then extended to the case of atoms
BEC @8–10#. In this latter case, the CARL appears to be
promising source of macroscopic entangled atom-a
and/or atom-photon systems@11#. In a one-dimensional~1D!
description of the super-radiant Rayleigh scattering proc
the photons of a single far-detuned laser beam are back
tered by the atoms of the condensate to form a super-rad
pulse, whereas the atoms recoil coherently with an extra
mentum of 2\k resulting from the transfer of a photon from
the pump laser to the super-radiant beam. In the id
decoherence-free case, the process is sequential, with th
oms scattering identical super-radiant pulses each time
decrease their momentum by a discrete step of 2\k. Instead,
the experiment of Ref.@4# has shown that the sequence
limited to a few super-radiant scattering events, depend
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on the decoherence rate-to-gain ratio. The dephasing cau
the decay of the matter-wave interference results ma
from Doppler and mean-field broadening.

In this paper, we show that the inhomogeneous dephas
causing coherence decay in super-radiant scattering fro
BEC, is a reversible process. In fact, by applying a sh
Bragg pulse of areap at a timeDt after the emission of the
first super-radiant pulse, then a super-radiant echo is
served after 2Dt, inducing a further transfer of atoms int
the recoiling condensate. The analysis is carried out in
steps. First, we approximate the coupled Maxwell-Gro
Pitaevskii~MGP! equations, describing a 1D condensate
teracting with the pump and scattered radiation fields, b
Maxwell-Bloch ~MB! model with inhomogeneous broade
ing, where the atoms are described by only two motio
states. Solving the MB model, we demonstrate the existe
of the super-radiant echo. Second, we demonstrate tha
same effect is also observed using the more general M
model.

II. A MODEL FOR THE SUPER-RADIANT RAYLEIGH
SCATTERING

When the laser is sufficiently detuned from the atom
resonance, it leaves the atoms in the internal ground s
Consequently, radiation pressure due to absorption and
sequent random incoherent, isotropic emission of a pho
can be neglected. In this detuned regime, coherent scatte
of the pump laser is the dominant process. The atoms inte
with a laser beam of wave vectorkW and scatter photons o
wave vectorkW s recoiling with a momentum\qW 5\(kW2kW s).
The atoms, initially scattered randomly into various mome
tum states, interfere with the atoms in the original mome
tum state. This creates a matter-wave grating having the
rect periodicity to further scatter the laser beam in t
direction kW s . In an elongated condensate, a preferential
rection for the scattered photons emerges causing su
radiant Rayleigh scattering. Both the matter-wave grat
and the scattered light are coherently amplified@4#. In a simi-
lar way, if the emitted light is allowed to build up in a cavit
an optical laser is realized as in the CARL@7#. In our one-
dimensional geometry, the laser beam is directed along
major axis of the condensate. As a consequence, photon
backscattered withkW s'2kW and the atoms move away from
©2003 The American Physical Society01-1
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the original condensate with a relative momentum\q
'2\k in the direction of the laser beam. The self-consist
evolution of the matter-wave fieldC and of the single-mode
scattered radiation amplitudea can be approximately de
scribed by a Maxwell-Gross-Pitaevskii model:

i
]C

]t
52v r

]2C

]u2
2 ig@aei (u1dt)2c.c.#C

1V0~ t !sin~u1d0t !C1bNuCu2C, ~1!

da

dt
5gNE duuCu2e2 i (u1dt)2ka, ~2!

where u52kz, a5(e0V/2\vs)
1/2E is the dimensionless

electric-field amplitude of the scattered beam with freque
vs , v r5\(2k)2/2m is the two-photon recoil frequency,g
5(V/2D)(vd2/2\e0V)1/2 is the coupling constant,V is the
Rabi frequency of the laser beam, detuned from the ato
resonance frequencyv0 by D5v2v0 , d5 ê•dW is the elec-
tric dipole moment of the atom along the polarization dire
tion eW of the laser,V is the volume of the condensate,N is the
total number of atoms in the condensate,d5v2vs , ande0
is the permittivity of the free space. The matter wave field
normalized such that*2`

1`duuCu251. The third term on the
right hand side of Eq.~1! is the effect of an optical lattice
potential with a slowly varying Rabi frequencyV0(t) and a
mismatchd0 between the frequencies of the two count
propagating laser beams forming the lattice. In Eq.~1!, the
term bNuCu2C describes the atom-atom interaction due
binary collisions, whereb58p\kas /mS, as is the scatter-
ing length andS is the condensate cross section. In the f
lowing analysis, this term will be neglected, assuming
limit 4p\asns /m!v r , wherens is the average atomic den
sity. Equation~2! has been written in the ‘‘mean-field’’ limit,
which models the propagation effects of the light by repl
ing the nonuniform electric field by an average value and
adding to the equation a damping term with decay cons
k'c/2L, whereL is the condensate length andc is the speed
of light in vacuum. This term describes the escape of phot
from the interaction region in a timeL/c.

We introduce the Fourier transform inu of the atomic
field

C̃~ p̄,t !5
1

A2p
E

2`

1`

duC~u,t !e2 i p̄u, ~3!

where p̄5pz/2\k is the momentum normalized in units o
the recoil momentum 2\k. Writing Eqs.~1! and~2! in terms
of C̃( p̄,t), we obtain

dC̃~ p̄,t !

dt
52 iv r p̄

2C̃~ p̄,t !1g@a* e2 idtC̃~ p̄11,t !

2aeidtC̃~ p̄21,t !#1
V0~ t !

2
@e2 id0tC̃~ p̄11,t !

2eid0tC̃~ p̄21,t !#, ~4!
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da

dt
5gNe2 idtE

2`

1`

dpC̃* ~ p̄21,t !C̃~ p̄,t !2ka. ~5!

Let us assume that att50, the atomic wave packet has
narrow momentum distributionW0( p̄)5uC̃( p̄,0)u2 with av-
erage momentump̄0 and widths p̄ . The dephasing rate is o
the order of v rs p̄ . With these initial conditions, super
radiance occurs forv rs p̄,g2N/k!k @12#. This condition
implies k@gAN, so that the field variablea follows the
atomic variables adiabatically. Furthermore, ifv r.g2N/k,
the atomic system behaves as a two-level system, spanne
the momentum states aroundp̄0 and p̄021. Combining
these two conditions, we find that in order to describe
system as a two-level system evolving super-radiantly, i
necessary thats p̄,1. Introducing the polarization variable

S~ p̄,t !5
1

W0~ p̄!
$C̃* ~ p̄21,t !C̃~ p̄,t !%e2 ivr (122p̄0)t, ~6!

and the population difference variable

W~ p̄,t !5
1

W0~ p̄!
$uC̃~ p̄,t !u22uC̃~ p̄21,t !u2%, ~7!

neglecting the terms involving all the other transitions exc
that from the state aroundp̄0 to the state aroundp̄021, and
assuming the frequency-matching~Bragg resonance! condi-
tions, d5d05v r(122p̄0), we obtain the following
Maxwell-Bloch equations:

dS~ p̄,t !

dt
522iv r~ p̄2 p̄0!S~ p̄,t !1W~ p̄,t !S ga1

V0~ t !

2 D ,

~8!

dW~ p̄,t !

dt
522g@aS* ~ p̄,t !1c.c.#22S~ p̄,t !V0~ t !, ~9!

da

dt
5gNE

2`

1`

dp̄W0~ p̄!S~ p̄,t !2ka. ~10!

III. PHOTON ECHO

We have solved Eqs.~8! and~10! numerically with initial
conditions S( p̄,0)50, W( p̄,0)51 and a radiation seed
a(0)50.01AN, in order to simulate start up from spontan
ous emission. Figure 1 shows the photon flux per at
uau2/N, ~a!, and the populations of the initial~continuous
line! and final~dashed line! momentum states,~b!, vsv r t for
gA2N5v r and k510v r . We have assumed that the m
mentum distributionW( p̄) has a Gaussian profile centered
p̄050, i.e., W( p̄)5(1/A2ps p̄)exp(2p̄2/2s p̄

2), with s p̄

50.02. The atoms emit a super-radiant pulse with the typ
ringing observed in inhomogeneously broadened atomic
tem@13#. After the decay of the super-radiant pulse and wh
the populations have reached a steady-state value, we ap
short Bragg pulse to the system at timet5600/v r of areap,
i.e., *2`

` dtV0(t)5p, with Gaussian shape and durationdt
1-2
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52.5/v r @vertical dashed line in Fig. 1~a!#. Note that during
the application of thep pulse, we have adiabaticall
switched off the pump laser~i.e., the coupling constantg in
our model! in order to avoid spurious superradiant emiss
during the population inversion process. After a time inter
equal to that between the emission of the first super-rad
pulse and thep pulse, we observe an echo of the sup
radiant field, reversed in time with respect to the former@Fig.
1~a!#.

The populations of the two motional states@Fig. 1~b!# are
only partially exchanged by thep pulse. A complete popu
lation inversion could be obtained for a shorterp pulse.
However, ap pulse which is too short has a larger ban
width that may induce other transitions different from th
involved in the super-radiant emission, i.e., fromp̄50 to p̄
521. The super-radiant echo does not depend on the d
tion of the Bragg pulse or on the population difference af
the application of the pulse.

After the emission of the echo, the population of the i
tial state decreases by the same amount experienced d
the emission of the first super-radiant pulse. We note
when thep pulse completely inverts the populations of t
two levels, the super-radiant echo completes the transfe

FIG. 1. Super-radiant echo as results from MB Eqs.~8!–~10!,
for gA2N5v r , k510v r , ands p̄50.02; uau2/N ~a! and the popu-
lations of the initial~full line! and final ~dashed line! momentum
states~b! vs v r t; the vertical dashed line in~a! marks the point
where thep pulse is applied.
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atoms from the initial to the final motional states. In fact,
12p is the fraction of atoms remaining in the initial conde
sate andp is the fraction transferred to the scattered cond
sate after the emission of the super-radiant pulse, then,
the application of thep pulse, the atomic fractions of th
original and scattered condensates becomep and 12p, re-
spectively. If the super-radiant echo is identical to the ori
nal pulse, it will transfer the same fraction of atoms from t
initial to the scattered condensates, so that, when thep pulse
completely inverts the populations, the echo will transfer
the atoms to the scattered condensate. The small fractio
atoms remaining in the original condensate, visible in F
1~b!, is due to the incomplete population inversion produc
by thep pulse. The example above shows that in the redu
MB model, if there is no incoherent decay of the polariz
tion, the dephasing is completely reversible. The echo ef
could be used to measure the true coherence time of
condensate. In fact, the irreversible coherence decay ca
taken into account by adding a damping term2gS to the
right-hand side term of Eq.~8!. The effect of this term is to
decrease the transfer of the atoms from the initial state to
final state, leaving the fraction 2g/G of atoms in the initial
state, whereG is the super-radiant gain. Then, measuring

FIG. 2. Super echo as results from Eqs.~1! and ~2!, for gA2N
5v r , k510v r , and s p̄50.02; ~a! uau2/N vs v r t ~the vertical
dashed line marks the point where thep pulse is applied!; ~b!

populations of the initialp̄50 ~full line!, p̄521 ~dashed line!, and

p̄522 ~dotted line! momentum states vsv r t.
1-3
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stationary population fraction of the initial state after t
super-radiant echo andG from the rise time of the signa
~which is inversely proportional toG22g), it will be pos-
sible to measure the decoherence time 1/g.

In order to demonstrate the possibility of producing
super-radiant echo using a condensate, as shown abov
integrating the MB model, we performed a numerical sim
lation using the exact MGP model@Eqs.~1! and ~2!#, which
were solved numerically using a split-step Fourier meth
@14#. The initial wave packet is still a Gaussian withsz

52l, in order to have the same momentum spread of
case shown in Fig. 1. Using the same other parameter
were used for Fig. 1, the simulation produces the same
diation profile of the super-radiant pulse, shown in Fig. 2~a!.
We note that such a short longitudinal length for the wa
packet should not justify the mean-field and single-mode
proximations assumed for the scattered radiation field. H
ever, a more realistic simulation using a condensate m
longer thanl would require an extremely long integratio
time. Nevertheless, the results of the simulation can be ea
scaled to more realistic dimensions of the condensate, w
out invalidating the basic nature of the effect.

In order to obtain the population of the momentum st

p̄5n, we have integrated the momentum probabil

uc̃( p̄,t)u2 over an interval centered atp̄5n and of unitary
length. This can be done only if the momentum distributi
remains narrower than the momentum level separation,
if spz

!2\k. The result is shown in Fig. 2~b!. At t

5600/v r , we apply thep pulse, with a Gaussian shape a
a durationdt52.5/v r . As in the case of the MB model, th
Bragg pulse cannot be made very short in order to av

inducing other transitions different than that fromp̄50 to

p̄521. This requires that the bandwidth of thep pulse
should be narrower than the recoil frequency, i.e.,v rdt@1.
The restored coherence between the atoms allows, afte
superradiant echo, for a further transition fromp̄521 to p̄
522, with the emission of another super-radiant pulse f
lowing the echo. This can be seen from Fig. 2~b!, in which
V.

.J

er

.
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d,
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the population of the levelp̄522 is represented by the do
ted line.

We observe that using the MGP model the echo is alm
identical to the first super-radiant pulse, even if the popu
tion difference after the application of thep pulse is less
than before it. What is important in this case is the polari
tion between the states and the complete rephasing of
atoms. Because the atoms are all in phase after the echo,
are able to make another transition top̄522 and emit an-
other super-radiant pulse, similar to the previous ones.

Finally, we give the parameters for a typical experime
which could be used to demonstrate the super-radiant e
Let us consider a Bose-Einstein condensate of87Rb atoms
driven by a laser detuned byD5(2p)10 GHz from theD2
line (l5780 nm), with intensity I 510 mW/cm2. The
atomic cloud containsN5106 atoms in a pencil-shape vol
ume with longitudinal and transverse dimensions of 100mm
and 10mm, respectively, with densityns51014 cm23. The
coupling constant isgAN'9.773107 s21 and the radiation
loss k'1.531012 s21, giving a super-radiant gainG
5g2N/k'6.4 ms21. BecauseG is less than the recoil fre
quencyv r595 ms21, the condensate can be described a
proximately by two motional states with average moment
pz50 and pz522\k. Assuming an overall momentum
spread ofs p̄50.027~in units of 2\k) due to Doppler broad-
ening and finite size of the wave packet, the coherence de
is of the order ofv rs p̄52.56 ms21. With these parameters
a super-radiant emission similar to that shown in Fig.
should occur aftert51.7 ms. Applying ap pulse of duration
20 ms after t55 ms, the echo should be visible aftert
58.3 ms.

IV. CONCLUSION

In conclusion, we have given evidence of a new ec
effect in the super-radiant Rayleigh scattering by a Bo
Einstein condensate, obtained by applying a Bragg lat
pulse of areap after the emission of the super-radiant puls
This technique could allow measurement of the true coh
ence time of the condensate, isolating the coherence d
due to dephasing as a result of inhomogeneous momen
broadening of the atomic wave packet.
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